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Assessment 

Standards Assessment

REVIEWING ACADEMIC VOCABULARY

______  1. Which of the following words is the closest in meaning to the word 
diversity?
 A change
 B variety
 C availability
 D adaptation

______  2. In the sentence “The theory of evolution was first proposed by Charles 
Darwin,” what does the word theory mean?
 A an idea that is not based on evidence
 B  a belief that guides a person’s actions
 C a thought or plan that exists in the mind
 D an explanation developed using scientifi c methods

______  3. Choose the appropriate form of the word adapt for the following 
sentence: Species that evolve _____ characteristics are more likely to 
survive environmental changes than species that do not develop these 
characteristics are.
 A adapt
 B adapting
 C adaptive
 D adaptation

______  4. Which of the following words means “any system or means by which 
something gets done”?
 A characteristic
 B sequence
 C attention
 D mechanism
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REVIEWING CONCEPTS

______  5. According to the diagram above, which of the following statements 
about finch species is true?
 A Cocoa finches evolved from tree finches.
 B Grassquits and ground finches do not have a common ancestor.
 C Warbler finches are an older species than cocoa finches are.
 D Tree finches are better adapted to their environment than 

grassquits are.

______  6. Which term best describes a species in which all of the members 
have died?
 A evolved
 B decayed
 C endangered
 D extinct

______  7. Charles Darwin noticed that finches on different islands of the 
Galápagos Islands were similar but that their beaks differed. What 
explanation for these differences did he propose?
 A The beaks of the finches are adapted to the way the bird usually 

gets food.
 B The beaks of the finches are randomly selected by genetic mutation.
 C The different beaks would one day evolve into identical beaks.
 D Beak size is related to the size of the finch.

Standards Assessment continued
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______  8. The table above shows average beak measurements for birds living 
on three islands. Narrow beaks are best for eating insects. On which 
island would you expect to find the most birds that eat insects?
 A Verde Island
 B Azul Island
 C Rosa Island
 D Verde Island and Azul Island

______  9. Which of the following factors is necessary for natural selection to 
occur in a species?
 A genetic variation within a population
 B an abundance of food resources
 C a hospitable environment
 D a strong family structure

______  10. Scientists have noticed similarities between a bat’s wings and a 
dolphin’s flippers. What does this evidence tell us about the evolution 
of bats and dolphins?
 A Bats probably evolved from dolphins.
 B Bats and dolphins probably adapted to similar environments.
 C Bats and dolphins probably have a common ancestor.
 D Bats and dolphins use their wings and flippers for the same 

purposes.

REVIEWING PRIOR LEARNING

______  11. Which of the following environmental changes would directly affect 
primary consumers?
 A the loss of plant life
 B the degradation of soil
 C the disappearance of insects
 D the disappearance of scavengers

Average Beak Measurements of Birds of the Colores Islands

Island Average beak 
length (mm)

Average beak 
width (mm)

Number of 
unique species

Verde 9.7 6.5 5

Azul 8.9 8.7 15

Rosa 5.2 8.0 10
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______  12. Which of the following is an abiotic factor most likely to affect the 
development of organisms living in a river?
 A the plant life in the river
 B the speed at which the river travels
 C the width of the river
 D the bacteria living in the river

______  13. What is the primary structure that contains genetic information?
 A DNA
 B proteins
 C mitochondria
 D RNA

______  14. Organisms that reproduce sexually contribute _____ of their genes to 
their offspring.
 A none
 B all
 C about one-half
 D about one-quarter
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